
Espresso machine Metos Green Compact ME 2GR LED
ESM Black

Produktdata
 

Varenummer 4157920
Varenavn Espresso machine Metos Green Compact ME

2GR LED ESM Black
Størrelse 580 × 530 × 560 mm
Vægt 71,000 kg
Teknisk informasjon 400/230 V, 3 kW, 3NPE, 50/60 Hz, 70 dB KV: 3/8

Avløp tilkobling: ø 14 mm
 

Beskrivelse

automatic espresso machine(including manual coffee button) with two
groups including two ergonomic filters for total comfort and safety (one
filter holder for two cups, one filter holder for one cup)
compact espresso machine, with high performace, for limited space
ESM - Easy Steam Milk Solution system to deliver fantastic
milk foam, a steam controller with open-stay and open-close functions
LED - ergonomic Led Light System illuminate the work area
side panels are painted black
easy access to internal components. Internal component positionated in
the side part and top part of the machine body
the hot water wand next to the two steam wands has been specifically
designed to improve the ergonomics of making excellent american coffee,
infusions and herbal teas
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scheduled maintenance
automatic clenaning for better cleaning operation(6 cycles group)
,including cleaning discs
indipendent cleaning for the groups
sturdy and longlasting stainless steel machine body with strong ABS
bumpers
egronomic & functional
easy maintenance
reliable and resistant to high temperature, abrasion and
wear and tear
stainless steel control panel with a stylish mirror finish
practical front plate and sturdy base to ensure the
machines long-lasting
easy access to the brewing unit
Autolevel(the water level in the boiler is automatically
maintained)and a dual-scale gauge displaying boiler and
pump pressure
five litres boiler
Accessories(to be bought separately)
side panels in bronze or bordeaux red
water filter cartridge
barista tool kit
knock-box
coffee bean grinder
filter holder for pods
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